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THIERRY DUSSAC

As a painter… Angry 

Every morning, the same gestures, the same rites. Thierry Dussac goes down in his “bunker”, his bubble in 

the basement of his house, a cellar of 22 m2, austere, covered with a white rendering in the XIIth district of 

Paris. He closes the door, settles comfortably in an old seat dirtied with tasks of paints and lights a cigar - 

a Romeo and Juliette rather.

When he has no cigar at hand, he takes out from the ashtray a cigarette from the day before. There, 

wrapped in the volutes of bitter tobacco, he stares at the immense canvas on the wall and he waits. 

For a long time. Not for a long time.

It depends. Of his humor, of the weather which is necessary to extract himself of the everyday life. The 

shopping, the invoices, the children… As an essential phase, in the lock of an atomic submarine. “ When I 

come down in my studio, he explains, I already feel as a battery. Fully-loaded. My paintings, I think about 

them all the time. I fall asleep the day before by hoping to be already the next morning to seek refuge in 

my bubble. I always have a painting, an image in mind. And when everybody sleeps at home, I sometimes 

get up at 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning, and skip into the studio to finish what turns in my head “. 

Forgotten cigarette, or half crushed in the ashtray.

When Thierry feels ready, he rushes on the canvas. “I know, I work fast. And I drop if it does not please 

me. That is the way it is. I am not going to apologize for it. If I spend too much time on a painting, it is 

because it does not work. Sometimes, I persist nevertheless, I look for the accident … What could arrive, 

surprise me “. His method, he runs it smoothly now with years. “ My graphic search starts well before 

painting. I begin with the meeting with the model. I have to like this person, to feel something from him, to 

be able to seize him, “to throw” him on the canvas. It is never the beautiful image which motivates me, but 

always the relation with the model, the desire, even the necessity, I need to feel I want to paint him. “

This day, Thierry is working on a huge portrait of his daughter, Ludivine, 2 years old, made of ink, 

in black and white. A few months ago, he was finishing its colored drawings of Dalits’ women. Called 

“Untouchable” and met during a journey on the East coast of India, between Pondicherry and Madras. 

Previously, it is in Paris, on a series of portraits of ten patients fighting against breast cancers that he 

concentrated for months. Taking time to meet them, to know them. So many subjects, so many different 

paintings. A child, a naked model, a transvestite man, a pregnant woman … Bodies, faces. Especially faces. 

Every time, he takes time to know well with his models. 

Going out, looking around, meeting, then coming back to the studio to work. Alone.

In a corner of the room, the computer plays continuously the same disk for hours, for days, sometimes 

for months. According to the seasons, the years: Amy Winehouse’s album “ Rehab “, Gregorian chants, 
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even - why not?? - Laurent Gerra’s sketches … Anyway, Thierry does not listen to them, does not listen to 

them any more. “ I paint. Point. “ Until running out. Empty.

And if the inspiration is not there, Thierry struggles. Yes, the painter struggles. For real. On an old 

machine smeared with paints. Even there, until running out. Empty.

Self-taught artist, Thierry always drew. As far back as he remembers it. In an obsessional way. Drawing 

and reading. “ I learnt by devouring books, he tells. The first one, it was “ The Technique of the Oil Painting 

“, the Bible of Xavier de Langlais which has a recognized authority. Mediums, agglutinative … I tested all 

his recipes during five or ten years “. At 19 years old, pushed by close relations, he participates in a first 

collective exhibition in Dunkirk. “ A nightmare. I destroyed everything “. He decided then to set aside the 

painting. And dived back into books: “ For years, I read, I read, and I have read again… My biggest models 

were not painters, but classic writers. My personality, my painting, was built through books “. At the bottom 

of the white cellar white in the XIIth district, are aligned on shaky shelves the complete works of Balzac, 

Aragon, Proust, Kundera, Dostoïevsky ; As well as an album of Matisse on “ Flowers of Evil “, and two books 

about Géricault and Schiele.

Things felt into place in 1995 shortly after the birth of hi son, Maël. “ The birth of Maël made me realized 

what kind of man I had become and the one I would be likely to become later. It did not please me. I 

made my choice. I chucked away everything for the painting “.

Without money, Thierry leaves to the Basque Country, where his family is coming from. And he starts 

painting again for months. Like an angry man. It is the only thing that matters. Then burns everything. At 

that time, it’s difficult. He prefers not to eat to buy canvas and paint. 

Around him, some people believe in his talent, his desire, his energy. And encourage him.

He returns to Paris, has a hard time, shows his paintings in private circles, he sells some of them, 

sometimes all. And he leaves again to paint next to the Atlantic Ocean. Until a friend offers to lend him a 

space to work in Paris, in the 2000s. And until a first gallery offers him to exhibit his works 

A chance to exist.

In the apartment of the XIIth district over the studio - cellar where he lives with his family, floats a smell 

of sour milk. Thierry smiles. No, it’s promised … It is not her daughter Amicie who vomited. The nauseating 

emanations are coming from the coating applied on the paintings, which have just been delivered.

In the entrance of the building, three paintings stand against the wall. They are still virgin.

Frédérick Rapilly, February, 2011
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The thickness of the mystery

“ What is attractive is boring “ says Thierry Dussac, whose pictorial fight against the Beauty is striking. 

Draftsman and virtuoso painter, he never stops fighting against the elegance, which appears inevitably 

every time he grasps his brush.

The beautiful, the licked, the realist, the classic whom he masters perfectly - to have studied solo 

the technique of the painting and have succeeded, in twenty two years, in copying perfectly the big 

academicians, Jean-Léon Gérôme in particular - Dussac does not want it.

All the stratagems are good, since about twenty years, to try to escape from it. However … The adopted 

gigantic formats remain less terrible than monumental, the thick and soaking material, less indigestible 

than lyric, and the bright color, more opalescent than blinding. 

Only the subjects chosen by Dussac are fundamentally annoying. Miserable Indians, children provided 

with prostheses or, more recently, monsters kept in the jars of the Museum of the School of Medicine in 

Paris, every grasped theme - having been photographed or drawn - is uncomfortable. All, in the border 

of the voyeurism, roar the injustice of the fates of the existence, the omnipresence of the difference. With 

anger the beautiful painting always transforms in symphony.

The young sisters who appear among the favorite models of the artist, as Siamese’s fetus which was 

its main subject in 2012, and his project to work at the moment around the theme of the parenthood, each 

of the essential themes approached by this artist embodies especially the impossible accuracy of the 

duplicity, the incapacity of the humanity to reproduce exactly. The solitude, thus. 

Look for the error: contrary to the optimism of the scientists keen on cloning, Dussac strikes up again 

and again more hardly a hymn of his own, everything in the poor glory of the impossible equality, of the 

inaccessible sharing with the Other one. The Siameses are not viable. 

Furious but magnificent, the universe of Dussac goes even farther, as long it is based on the inner 

conviction that up to the breast of the same individual the difference exists. A monster slumbers in every 

innocent, and vice versa. On every painting, the fight every individual delivers with himself is inevitably at 

work, embodied by the fight the gestural anger delivers to the beauty of appearances.

Any separation is a disappearance “ asserts this painter of the impossible reassurance. The concern 

provoking the disappearance of its former paintings under thick daubs of paint shows it. Even if, the drama 

is being devoured by the graphic magnificence of the impacts of material and the paint-run formation… 

Inexorably caught up by this damned necessity of light and brightness, the more Dussac persists in 

portraying the anxiety, the more the Beauty necessary for the existence makes a strong comeback; crying 

out very high and very strong living is painful but it does not remain less brilliant.

« Child I put myself in the painting to escape from the adults’ world, which I did not 
understand. I built up y own bubble. And I put inside it bodies “. Since then, if the mystery 
does not stop getting thicker, the hope, too, gains ground. » 

Françoise Monnin, Paris, February, 2013 
Words of the artist collected in his studio in Paris


